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Section 548.40. Competitive Examinations.

Examinations for appointment to Career Executive Assignment positions shall be competitive

and of such a character as fairly to test and determine the qualifications of candidates actually to

perform the duties of the position to be filled.  Examinations may include, but need not be limited

to, an assessment of the candidates’ character, education, experience, knowledge, skills, and

ability.  Examinations may be assembled or unassembled, written or oral, or in the form of a

demonstration of skill, or any combination of these. Examinations may include a review of

applications, use of supplemental applications, appraisals of performance and executive

potential, management exercises, and/or structured interviews.

The appointing power shall promulgate the job-related evaluation criteria that will be used to

assess the qualifications of each candidate for the position.  The appointing power shall assess

each candidate’s qualifications for the position based upon the evaluation criteria, and shall

compare and rank each candidate against all other candidates based upon this assessment.

Successful candidates shall be divided into 6 ranks based upon their scores.  The first rank shall

consist of candidates who receive scores of 95 percent or higher.  The second rank shall consist

of candidates who receive scores of 90 to 94 percent.  The third rank shall consist of candidates

who receive scores of 85 to 89 percent.  The fourth rank shall consist of candidates who receive

scores of 80 to 84 percent.  The fifth rank shall consist of candidates who receive scores of 75 to

79 percent.  The sixth rank shall consist of candidates who receive scores of 70 to 74 percent.

Unsuccessful candidates shall receive a score of 65.  All examination scores shall be rounded to

the nearest whole percent.  Each candidate shall be notified in writing of his or her score.

The appointing power shall appoint a candidate who is well-qualified to perform the duties of

the position, and who is within one of the top three ranks.  If there are fewer than a total of 5

candidates in the top three ranks, then the appointing power may consider candidates in the next

lower ranks in rank order until there are least 5 candidates available for consideration.  For each

examination, the appointing power shall maintain an examination file for a period of three years

that includes, but is not limited to, the specific job-related evaluation criteria and selection

procedures that were used in the examination; documentation on how those criteria were applied
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to the candidates; documentation as to the competitiveness of the candidates’ qualifications

relative to each other; and the appointing power’s rationale for selecting the successful candidate.

Note:  Authority cited:  Section 18701, Government Code.  Reference: Sections 18546, 19889,
19889.2 and 19889.3, Government Code; and Alexander v. State Personnel Board (2000) 80
Cal.App.4th 526.


